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There’s a new type of Android ransomware making the rounds that leverages SMS text messages to spread, according to a new report from cybersecurity company ESET. The ransomware has been active since July 12, and essentially uses victims’ contacts lists to spread. According to the ESET blog post, the malware is called Android/Filecoder.C, and
was first distributed on Android developer forums on Reddit, including the XDA Developers subreddit. On these forums, the malware was distributed through pornographic posts. Usually, the ransomware is disguised as an online sex simulator game, but sometimes its also a tech-related app. Once downloaded, the infected .APK file initiates contact
with a server to access a list of addresses and encrypt and decrypt files in the background. It then sends the text messages, and scans the device to encrypt files with the extension “.seven.” That prevents users from being able to access files on their own device. Users are then told that to decrypt their files, they have to pay a ransom — which is
usually between $94 and $188 — in the form of Bitcoin. According to the report, the ransom message could be shown in one of 42 languages, maximizing its reach. The malware is able to choose the language of the system, so the user can understand it. Once the ransom is paid, a the private key is sent to the victim, and they can then decrypt the files.
Once the malware is on a device, it’s able to send text messages to contacts on the phone with a link to an app that apparently uses the recipients’ photos — when, of course, it’s actually a malicious app. Sometimes, the link is masked using a bit.ly link. It’s important to note that if you do find yourself with the malware, your files may not be lost, and
you may not have to pay the ransom. According to ESET, while the ransom message says that files will be deleted in 72 hours, that isn’t always the case. Not only that, but encrypted files can be recovered without paying the attackers — though ESET is quick to note that if the attackers fix the flaws, the malware could become more advanced and
become a more serious threat. So how can you prevent being attacked? Simple — don’t download any apps from third-party sources, and don’t click on links sent via text message that tell you your photos are being used in an app. Editors' Recommendations Even with the rise of online messengers that you can use to chat with someone for free,
sending a text message remains one of the fastest ways to reach someone on their phone. What if the text you want to send isn’t urgent, and you intentionally want to postpone sending it? What if you don’t want to forget wishing someone a happy birthday the next day or need to reach someone in a different time zone and don’t want to wake them up
with a text? On Android, there are several ways to schedule a text message to be sent at a later time or date. Learn how to use your native Messages app, Google Messages, or a third-party app to schedule a text message to be sent in the future. How to Schedule a Text Message on Android in Your Native Messages App So you wrote a text but
decided to send it another time. The good news is, you can schedule and send your message later, no matter what Android device you have. However, depending on your model, you’ll either need to use a third-party app to do it or not. For example, if you have a Samsung phone, you can use your native Messages app called Samsung Messages to
schedule your texts. To do that, follow the steps below. Open the Samsung Messages app, find the contact you want to message, and write down your text.Select the arrow icon on the left side of the text, then select the plus icon to reveal additional options. From the options, select Schedule message. Choose the time and date when you want your
message to be sent. Select Done to confirm. To finish scheduling your message, select Send. How to Schedule a Text Message Using Google Messages On many models of Android smartphones, Google Messages is the native Messages app. If that’s the case, scheduling text messages on Android becomes even easier. To schedule a text message in
Google Messages, follow the steps below. Open Google Messages and type your text.Hold down the Send button until the Scheduled send option appears and select it. Pick a date and time when you want the text to be sent. Select Send to confirm. The button will now display a little clock icon that means your message is scheduled. What to Do if You
Can’t Schedule a Text in Google Messages If you opened your native Messages app and didn’t find the Scheduled send option, it could mean one of the two things. Your native Messages app is different from Google Messages, in which case you can simply download and install Google Messages to make it work. Alternatively, the feature may not have
rolled out for you yet. You can either wait for the update to reach you or find Google Messages on the Play Store and join the beta program on the product page. The beta version of the app will include the feature. Use Third-Party Apps to Schedule a Text Message on Android You can also use a third-party app to be able to schedule your text
messages as well as use other workarounds. Use Pulse SMS to Postpone Your Text Messages If you don’t like using Google Messages, Pulse SMS is a good alternative. The Pulse SMS logo even looks similar to that of Google Messages. Naturally, the process of scheduling a text in Pulse SMS mimics Google Messages too. After you download and
install the app, open it and select the plus icon in the bottom-right corner of the app. Choose the contact that you want to send a text to. Then, hold down the Send button on the right until you see the option to schedule the text. Select the date and time when you want your message sent and select OK. Write down your message and select Save.
Pulse SMS will send it on a day and time that you chose. Schedule Your Texts Using Do It Later Do It Later sounds like an app for procrastination, but it’s an app for automating your messages. Aside from scheduling your emails and text messages to be sent later, Do It Later allows you to automatically reply to calls, texts, WhatsApp messages, and
even emails. To schedule a text in Do It Later, open the app, select the plus icon in the bottom-right corner of your screen, then choose Message. Next, add the recipient, write down your message and select when you want the app to send it. To confirm, select the tick icon in the upper-right corner of the screen. Do It Later will take care of the rest
for you. Write Down Now, Send Later Writing down a thought when it crosses your mind always helps to remember it later. The same is true for text messages. So write down your message the minute you think about it, and if it doesn’t seem like the right time to send it, schedule it to be sent later. Do you schedule your texts on Android? Which app
do you use for it? Share your experience with postponing texts in the comments section below. Blocking text messages prevents your phone from receiving texts from any specific number. There are multiple reasons why you might want to do this, like to stop spam or cut ties with someone. Fortunately, you don't need a special message blocker to do
so; you can block texts on iPhone and Android using settings built-in to those devices. However, the method you need to use to block numbers is different depending on the app you use to send messages. Another way to stop a number from texting you is to log in to your carrier's website to access your account and set up message blocking. When you
block a number to stop getting texts from it, you're also preventing phone calls. There might be third-party apps that can differentiate between the two so that you're blocking texts only and not calls, or vice versa, but the methods explained below block both. These steps apply to both iPhone and Android devices regardless of the manufacturer (e.g.,
Google, Samsung, HTC) or carrier (like AT&T, Sprint, T-Mobile, Verizon). There are multiple ways to block texts on iPhone. When you do so, you block not only text messages from that number but also phone calls and FaceTime calls. Open Messages and tap the conversation that includes the number you want blocked. Select the arrow to the right of
the contact. Select info (denoted by the round "i" icon). Select Info (the last button in a row of four that appears). Scroll down and tap Block this Caller. Select Block Contact to confirm. If the point of contact is a phone call, open the list of calls in the Phone or FaceTime app, tap the (i) icon next to the number you want blocked, and select Block this
Caller. If you don't have an existing message or recent call from the person you want to block, but they're a contact in your phone, you can set up the call and text blocking from Settings. Open Settings. Tap Messages > Blocked Contacts. Tap Add New. You need to scroll to the very bottom if you have lots of existing blocked numbers. Pick the contact
you want to block. Blocking unwanted texts on Android depends heavily on which messaging app you’re using. If you use Google's Messages app on your phone or tablet, follow these directions to block texts: Tap and hold the conversation. Select the circle with the line through it at the top right of the app. Optionally, report the number as spam, and
then tap OK. Another way to block texts in the Google Messages app is by opening the conversation. From there, use the menu at the top right to access Details > Block & report spam. If you use the Facebook Messenger app as your default SMS app, here's how to block texts on your Android: Press and hold the conversation with the number you
want blocked. Tap the menu button. Select Block. Tap Block once again to confirm. There are lots of versions of the Android operating system still in circulation, so if you're using one that doesn't reflect the instructions above, those screenshots won't look like what you see on your phone or tablet. Try one of these methods for blocking texts on
Android if you haven't had luck yet: Open the conversation, tap the three dots at the top right, select Block number, and then tap OK. Tap the three dots at the top of the screen and go to Settings > Block numbers and messages > Block numbers. Type the number you want to block, or choose one from Inbox or Contacts, and then select the green plus
sign to add the number to your block list. Look for a Settings or menu-looking button and then browse the options for anything related to SMS, text, calls, messages, or other words that might be used to describe how someone could contact you. There should be a block option there. There are so many messaging apps out there for iPhone and Android
that listing SMS blocking directions for all of them is unrealistic. Here's how to block text messages in a few of the more popular ones: WhatsApp: We have a separate guide on this where you can learn how to block a WhatsApp contact. Signal: Open the conversation, tap the three-dotted menu button, select Conversation settings, and choose Block.
Telegram: Open the conversation, tap the contact's name at the top, and then use the menu button to select Block user. Google Voice: From the Messages tab, select the conversation, tap the menu button at the top right, go to People & options, and then pick Block . Skype: Select the conversation to open it, tap the person's name at the top, and then
scroll to the bottom to choose Block contact. Verizon Messages (Message+): You can't block texts in Message+, but you can do so from your Verizon account. Some carriers have message blocking tools you can use to block spam text messages or block specific numbers. This might be a preferred way for you to block messages if you're a parent
overseeing several phones and you don't want your kids to easily undo your restrictions. Follow these links for all the details you need to block text messages within each of these carriers' websites, regardless of the kind of phone that's being used on the account: Verizon, Sprint, T-Mobile. If you're an AT&T customer, the AT&T Call Protect app is the
best way to block specific numbers or fraudulent calls. If you use AT&T, T-Mobile, Verizon, Sprint, or Bell, you can report spam texts by forwarding the message to the number 7726 (it stands for SPAM). This might not immediately block the number from texting you again, but it will report the number for further investigation. Thanks for letting us
know! Get the Latest Tech News Delivered Every Day Subscribe Tell us why!
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